XI NIAS Course
on
An Integrated Approach to Knowledge and Information
6 January to 1 February 1997

Inauguration

Dr. Jamshed J. Irani
Managing Director, TISCO

6 January at 10.30 am

National Institute of Advanced Studies
Indian Institute of Science Campus
Bangalore - 560 012
**Daily Schedule**

06.00 am - 07.00 am  Yoga  
08.00 am - 08.45 am  Breakfast  
09.00 am - 10.00 am  First Lecture  
10.00 am - 10.45 am  Discussion  
10.45 am - 11.15 am  Tea  
11.15 am - 12.15 pm  Second Lecture  
12.15 pm - 01.00 pm  Discussion  
01.00 pm - 02.00 pm  Lunch  
02.00 pm - 04.00 pm  Self-Introductions/Projects  
04.00 pm - 04.30 pm  Tea  
08.30 pm - 09.30 pm  Dinner  

[For Panel Discussions]

09.00 am - 10.30 am  Panel Lectures  
10.30 am - 11.00 am  Tea  
11.00 am - 01.00 pm  Responses & Discussions  

**Evening Lectures / Programme**

07.00 pm

09 January, Thursday  :  Problems of MNC's in India  
                        (Bharat Patel, Procter & Gamble)

15 January, Wednesday :  The Indian Space Program  
                        (Kasturirangan, ISRO)

17 January, Friday     :  Light Music

22 January, Wednesday  :  Piano Recital  
                        (Raja Ramanna, NIAS)

29 January, Wednesday  :  What is Happening to Rural India?  
                        (Joe Madiath, Gram Vikas, Orissa)

**Visits**

11 January, Saturday   :  Gram Vikas, Mulbagal  
17 January, Friday     :  INFOSYS & STP, Bangalore  
25 January, Saturday   :  Nrityagram, Heesaraghatta

**Valedictory**

10.00 am, 1 February
I Week

Jan 6, Mon : Inauguration

Seminar : Changing Role of India in Post Cold War World

Jan 7, Tue (m) : Indian Economic Reforms - Panel Discussion
JadHAV (Industries & Commerce, GOK, Bangalore)
NareNDAR PAni (Economic Timēs, Bangalore)
PAdmiNi SwamiNathan (MIDS, Madras)

(a) : Case Study : Power Sector
Ranganathan (IIMB)

Jan 8, Wed (m) : Foreign Policy Reforms
(A.P. Venkateswaran, Bangalore)
India in the Emerging Asian Order
(Raja Mohan, The Hindu, Delhi)

(a) : Case Study : CTBT
Panel : Deepa Ollapally (NIAS)
Raja Mohan

Jan 9, Thu (m) : Globalisation and Modernity
(R. Narayana Swamy, IIMB)
Interaction Between Industries and Research Laboratories
(Mashelkar, CSIR, Delhi)

(a) : Case Study : Genetic Pool and Indian Agriculture
Suman Sahai, Delhi

7.00 pm : Evening Lecture

Jan 10, Fri (m) : Contrasting India and China
(R. Narayana Swamy, IIMB)
R&D - Long Term Perspectives
(Ramamurthy, DST, Delhi)

(a) : Case Study : Social Work and Research Centre,
Titonia (Bankar Roy)

Jan 11, Sat : Visit to Gram Vikas, Mulbagal, Kolar District
II Week

Jan 13, Mon (m): Judicial Activism - Panel Discussion
    Justice Bhagwati (Delhi)
    Mani Shankar Aiyar (Delhi)
    Venugopal (Senior Advocate, Delhi)
(a): Self-Introduction

Jan 14, Tue (m): Population and Development (Gilla Sen, IIMB)
(a): Self-Introduction

Jan 15, Wed (m): Conventional & Alternative Energy (Sundaram, NL
    Nuclear Energy (Kakodkar, BARC, Bombay)
(a): Self-Introduction
7.00 pm: Evening Lecture

Jan 16, Thu (m): Lecture Demonstration on Sarod
    (Taranath, Bangalore)
(a): Self-Introduction

Jan 17, Fri (m): Information Technology - Visit to INFOSYS & S
(a): Free

Jan 18, Sat : Free

III Week

Jan 20, Mon (m): Labour Relations - Panel Discussion
    Babu Mathew (NLSIU, Bangalore)
    Thankappan (CWM, Delhi)
(a): Self-Introduction

Jan 21, Tue (m): Workshop on Gender Relations in Indian Soc
    (Sri Lanka Batticaloa, NIAS)
(a): Self-Introduction

Jan 22, Wed (m): The Universe (Sreekantan, NIAS)
(a): Self-Introduction
7.00 pm: Evening Program

Jan 23, Thu (m): Facets of the Living Tradition of the
    Indian Medical Heritage
    (Darshan Shankar, FRLHT, Bangalore)
    Ayurveda (Jayaprakash Narayan, Bangalore
(a): Project

Jan 24, Fri (m): Lecture-Demo: Puppetry (Kadambari, Biore
(a): Project

Jan 25, Sat : Visit to Nrityagram: Lecture-Demo of Indian C.
IV Week

Jan 27, Mon (m): Specularism & Religious Identity: Panel Discussion
Agnes Flavia (Bombay)
Zoya Hassan (JNU, Delhi)
Madhava Menon (NLSIU, Bangalore)

(a): Project

Jan 28, Tue (m): Genetic Engineering & Ethical Dilemmas
(Sharathchandra, IISc, Bangalore)

(a): Project

Jan 29, Wed (m): Foundations of Mental Health
(Ravi Kapur, NIAS)
Foundations of Modern Medicine
(On Prakash, Bangalore)

(a): Project

7.00 pm: Evening Lecture

Jan 30, Thu (m): Caste in Modern India: Panel Discussion
Mumtaz Ali Khan (CRDD, Bangalore)
Ratna Naidu (TISS, Bombay)
M N Panini (JNU, Delhi)

(a): Project

Jan 31, Fri (m): History & Growth of Indian Popular Music
(Bhaskar Chandayarkar, Poona)

(a): Free

7.00 pm: Farewell Function

Feb 1, Sat: Valedictory